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 Moira McCullough  00:00

Welcome to the College Scoops podcast. I'm your host, Moira McCullough and today
we're talking to Lauren Dana, founder of Write Your Way Up, about how to paint a picture
in a resume, cover letter, and essay.

Lauren Dana  00:10
like I said, just coming up with like a clear structure. So you know, have one paragraph,
you know, explaining why you're great fit, have one paragraph explaining your prior
experiences. And then also have like one paragraph explaining what you can do for the
company because ultimately, you know, they're gonna want to hire somebody that makes
their lives easier, which is something that I've learned over time,

 Moira McCullough  00:37

This is the College Scoops podcast and I'm your host, Moira McCullough, we focus on
everything college related from the admissions process to where to eat, stay and explore
on and run campuses. Our guests include founders, educators, authors and experts in the
college space. Join us as these experts share their knowledge, experiences and lessons
learned to help you have stress free, informative and tasty college journeys. Whether it's
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your first or last child going to college, or you're just interested in going to a college town
for a game or meal. We've got you covered. If you haven't already, please subscribe to the
College Scoops podcast to get the inside scoop on everything college related. And leave
us a review. And thanks to all of our sponsors partners in the entire College Scoops
Ambassador team for helping us bring valuable content to our community. If you would
like to support College Scoops as a sponsor, please head over to
patreon@patreon.com/collegescoops and sign up as a Sustaining Listener, Insider or
Deluxe sponsor. We have exclusive benefits for our members free ebooks and even a
College Scoops care package. Lauren Dana is the writer behind Write Your Way up a
resume and cover letter consulting service. Lauren attended the SI Newhouse School of
Public Communications where she earned a BS in magazine journalism and two minors
one in English and one in marketing. She has been published in Bustle, Elite, Daily, Tiger
Beat, Rebel Match, Lovingly, Sherman Travel and more. Given her education and
extensive writing experience, Lauren provides expert guidance on the written aspects of
the college application process, helping students craft engaging college essays, resumes
and cover letters. Lauren provides clients with hands on advice assisting students from the
brainstorming phase to final edits. In addition to Write Your Way Up, Lauren is a free
lance travel editor, social media strategist, and food and lifestyle writer. Hi, Lauren. Thanks
so much for joining us today on the College Scoops podcast.

Lauren Dana  02:37
Hi, thank you so much for having me. I'm so excited.

 Moira McCullough  02:40

We found each other on social media. And I love the fact that you are a 2018 graduate of
Syracuse University who has started her own business helping high school students and
college students as well with their applications, essays and resumes. Can you tell us a little
bit about yourself?

Lauren Dana  02:56
Absolutely. So, in high school, I was always the friend that people turn to, for essay help
and you know, revising and editing. So that was sort of like my role in the friend group,
which was really fun. And then as I went away to college, I kept that role even though I
made new friends. My friends were across all majors. So even though I studied journalism,
a lot of my friends were in the health sciences field or the law field. So, because of that, I
really learned a lot about how to cater each essay, or each, you know, academic paper to
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that specific student's needs and goals in their aspiring career path. So that was really
interesting for me. And then eventually, my younger siblings were applying to colleges.
And, you know, I sort of stepped into my role as a content strategist to help them with
their essay. So from start to finish with brainstorming all the way through the final edit
right before they hit submit. So that was really fun for me, and I've always done it on the
side, but especially, I've sort of taken the opportunity now to sort of really expand that. So
I've been doing it now for like four or five years. I have clients from all over the country,
which is really exciting across all different disciplines. So like I mentioned, I have a pre
med student, a law student, a lot of them it's like a good mix between 50% high school
seniors and then 50% college students. And then quite a handful of post grads, so people
that are going on to pursue their their JD or their MD. So really exciting stuff like that. So
I've sort of loved every moment of learning new things that I never really had to touch
before.

 Moira McCullough  04:26

Well, what a nice sibling you are, Lauren, I would have loved to sibling who had helped me
with my writing assignments, essays and applications.

Lauren Dana  04:32
Yes, I have three siblings. They're triplets actually. So we had three essays to work on at
the same time, which is quite fun. And it sort of prepared me for my work now you know,
balancing multiple clients and clients who were totally different in terms of personality
and structure and goal so really, really interesting stuff.

 Moira McCullough  04:52

Wow, what a challenge working with triplets siblings trying to help them with their essays
all at the same time. It could have turned into a connection a feeding frenzy with one
simply making sure that you did not use all of your creative juices and expertise and ideas
on one versus the other. I think when you have a gift of being a great writer, not that it
comes easy, but you love writing, and you are good at it, and you worked hard at it as
well, but you also love the act of writing, which is not really the case for everyone, you
then turn it into a business right after school, which for many, the thought of writing
another essay, or looking at another application would be the last thing on a student's
mind after graduation.

Lauren Dana  05:32
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Lauren Dana  05:32
It's so true. And it's you know, even through school, I was doing it, I also developed pretty
close relationships with people in the Career Center. So I sort of had somebody who took
me under their wing sort of Teach me basically all the ins and outs of resumes, which I
thought was fascinating. So that's also a big part of my business as well.

 Moira McCullough  05:49

So talk to us about resumes, and how you start to work with high school students to tackle
writing resume and getting it ready for a college application.

Lauren Dana  05:57
So I've noticed that a lot of students actually have, you know, when it comes to bragging
about themselves, some of them struggle a little bit. But I think it's really important to sort
of, you know, you have to own that to put your best foot forward in the whole college
application process. So I encourage students to start by just basically writing just a list of
everything they've participated in. So whether it was like a sports club, high school band,
the student newspaper, what have you community service, basically write that all down,
and then from there, fill in the blank. So what did you learn in x club? What did you do at y
event? And then sort of quantify that? So instead of just saying you organized events, what
events Did you organize? Instead of just saying that you did work? You know, how can we
sort of dress that up a little bit? What other verbs can we throw in there to sort of make it
stand out? And you know, I think ultimately, being consistent and being concise and you
know, just having impeccable grammar is key with.

 Moira McCullough  06:51

Exactly then trying to make sure you have opportunities throughout to embellish and
describe in more detail, all of your accomplishments, it's, it's kind of hard as you just don't
want to have a data dump list of items without being able to expand on them and bring
them to life.

Lauren Dana  07:07
Yeah, and, you know, it sort of goes back to my journalism background, and even I studied
marketing as well. It's just sort of how do you craft a story or a message around this. And I
think that's really interesting, you know, some students may have trouble or difficulty
putting their best foot forward. But that's sort of where I come in. So from an outsider, it's
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like, oh, my God, like you were president of this club, like, you need to highlight that, or you
had an internship at a doctor's office when you were 15 years old, and you've got to
shadow a nurse, you know, we want to write about that. So let's bring out those sort of
details. And even if you're not writing about it in your common essay, like the activity
section is an excellent place to tie that in, especially if it's something that you may want to
do or pursue post-college.

 Moira McCullough  07:48

And how do you do that without being redundant? And, and bringing new information
strengths, talents, lessons learned and aspects of your character to an application that
will just enhance your total package in terms of your application?

Lauren Dana  08:06
Exactly. You know, I think of it, you know, I think it's great to start as a list just in terms of
brainstorming, but then from there, you know, sort of bringing it out, it's a highlight reel. So
what can a recruiter or college admissions counselor sort of get from you, if they're
spending six seconds viewing your resume, you want to make it really readable, really
concise, and really straightforward. So you know, sort of highlighting those made
accomplishments, what you've learned, you know, what, how does, how do these
experiences set you apart from peers? So I think that's a really important thing to just keep
asking yourself, as you're crafting your resumes, you know, what about this experience
makes me stand out?

 Moira McCullough  08:44

So what are some of the common mistakes that you see students make right up front?
And you mentioned one, which was students find hard to brag about themselves? So how
do you get students to open up and share their stories and successes and challenges and
accomplishments?

Lauren Dana  09:00
Exactly. I think, you know, there's a lot some of them are, you know, even proofreading,
just give it an extra read, it's totally worth it in the end, and just make sure your formatting
is consistent. I would, I recommend sort of keeping things in chronological order, just so
you know, you have like a set format that you're you're sticking to and that you're
following. So you want to you know, create a section for extracurriculars you want that
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bowl to do you want a section for let's say, you're an athlete, and you have all these
awards, like you're going to want to highlight your athletic section. So just finding ways to
make yourself stand out and then sort of literally bolding those different sections in order
to keep your resume clean, concise. And, you know, like I said before, especially if
somebody spending only six seconds on your resume, you want them to see like the most
important things right there and without even having to try.

 Moira McCullough  09:50

Well, that's the hook, it's so hard but you want the admissions reader to want more. So
how do you do that in a way that is convincing authentic and adds value to you? Your
resume and application. So when a student starts with you, you brainstorm you write a list
of all the activities, do you take the same approach when tackling the supplemental
essays, in terms of looking at what you did in the comp, what you wrote about in the
common essay, you look at the activity list, and you try to incorporate something new
that hasn't been shared or discussed.

Lauren Dana  10:22
Absolutely. And I think it's totally okay to write about your your extracurricular
experiences, you just have to sort of put another layer on top of that. So instead of just
saying I played sports, or, you know, I volunteered at a soup kitchen, expand on that. So
what did you learn from volunteering at a soup kitchen? How does this experience set you
apart? how did how did you feel volunteering at the soup kitchen? So all these other sort of
elements there that really, you know, I work with students to help them bring out as
opposed to just say, I did this or I completed it?

 Moira McCullough  10:53

And how do you do that without being redundant, and bringing new information, strains,
talents, lessons learned and aspects of your character to an application,

Lauren Dana  11:03
Right, so you sort of want everything to flow together super nice, and you know, really
clean without it being redundant. So I think that's really important, it's just sort of to go the
extra mile, and include those extra details that you didn't have the opportunity to include
in your activity resume, because it's only one page. So the essay is really, you know, sort of
the time to shine the light on those details. So were you really moved by a homeless
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person who you met in a soup kitchen that you developed a close friendship with? When
you were in high school band? Did you develop a really close relationship to the teacher?
Did they take you on as sort of like a mentee? What did you learn from that experience, all
those things are really important. And then, of course, finding ways to tie it back into, you
know, the specific school and then also how this experience is going to set you apart from
peers and why you feel ready, you know, to make the next step and attend x college or y
University.

 Moira McCullough  11:56

You mentioned you work with a lot of students, are they primarily juniors and seniors in
high school? And then do they continue working with you for help with their internship
and graduate school applications?

Lauren Dana  12:08
Absolutely. And you know, even with that, you know, as you apply to internships, I think it's
really important to keep in mind that, you know, experience is important, and there's no
doubt about that. But ultimately, what you know, the internship, hiring managers know
that you're young, and that, you know, you have so much to learn. So, because of that it's
really important, again, just to focus on being neat and concise and consistent, you know,
keeping your resume quantifying what you've done, or including, you know, not just plain
or bland verbs. So sort of working to take it to the next level. In that sense, if that makes
sense.

 Moira McCullough  12:44

It totally does. The other aspect of your business I wanted to ask about is you work with a
lot of students applying to grad school? So how does that differ in terms of their
applications? Can you walk us through that?

Lauren Dana  12:58
You know, when I was my friend was applying to law school, and she was applying to like
all these different schools around the country, like one in California, one in Maine, it was
crazy, and, like, totally different writing. But I think a lot of high school students struggle
with that as well. A lot of the kids that I meet with are, they're very used to writing
academic style papers. So when they're, you know, learning to write it, or not even
learning when they're just starting to write this narrative, free flowing college essay, they,
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you know, at first, they're like, Oh, my God, this is so bad. But it's not that it's bad, it's just
that they don't know how to write it, because they've never really taught that in school. So
just because something is weird, or, you know, not sort of familiar to you, doesn't mean it's
bad at all. In fact, it's just a totally separate skill set skill set, that's really important to have
when you're in college, because you are expected to write like that. So if anything, it's, it's
a learning experience. So, you know, take what you can out of it, you know, really hone in
on those creative writing skills. And you know, you'll apply it with you through the rest of
your college career. And even beyond that.

 Moira McCullough  13:56

Well, it's interesting, as we just had another guest on our show, who talked about how
different creative writing is. It's hard, it's a different style of writing that requires a different
thought process. And students in high school and college are used to having a very
narrow set of guidelines to follow and structure and creative writing isn't like that at all.

Lauren Dana  14:15
For me, personally, I, I like structure, I like directions. So that's something that I like to
provide to my students. So you know, if somebody's struggling and they don't know what
to write about, I'll send them what I call like a little brainstorm documents to try and get
some answers out of them. You know, we'll sit on the phone, I'll ask them these random
sort of questions that they'll be like, why are you asking me this, but it's just me trying to
tie details together. So something is saw as Okay, you were you're writing about, you
know, dance and you've been dancing since you were two years old? What was your
earliest memory of dance? What were you wearing? What what what were you dancing
to? So these little details that you know, you can sort of use to bring out using that
narrative kind of storytelling,

 Moira McCullough  14:52

Which is now all about painting a picture describing an action or emotion to a reader so
they can envision what you are describing,

Lauren Dana  15:01
I always say I am not an artist by any means, but really know how to paint the picture. So
that's sort of like what what I say about myself?
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 Moira McCullough  15:11

What are some other exercises or strategies you use to help students get their thoughts on
paper,

Lauren Dana  15:18
There's so many different ones out there, if you don't have a draft, and some kids come in
with a draft, some kids come in, you know, with just totally nothing, you don't have any
idea of what they want to write about. So it depends. So if I would say, if somebody has a
draft, I'll go in and assess it. Like, just like I said before, just make little notes, ask these like
really granular questions, and have the students respond to them. But if somebody truly
has no idea, I just I have an answer. Basically, what are like the five things that you want a
college admissions counselor to gain out of reading your essay? What do you what do you
want to say about yourself? What makes you stand out from your peers. And I think that's
just sort of like, just the tip of the iceberg. And then from there, really customizing that
strategy to meet each student's needs and goals and desires. You were trying to get
students to open up and share their stories. But sometimes what you start out with, and
what you end with are two totally different stories. And that must be really interesting and
exciting. And part of why you love this creative process. Exactly. It's like you go in with this
one idea, then you come out with a totally different essay responding to a totally different
prompt, which is completely normal. And even though it doesn't seem it, you know, you
may look back and be like, Whoa, I can't believe that was even my original idea which it
happens all the time. And I also think it's really important to with with brainstorming, I like
to form a connection with the students, they're not, you know, not just communicating by
email, but actually like hopping on the phone or hopping on zoom, you know, to actually
like put a face to a name, like, I'm not just some robot behind the computer, you know, this
is who I have. This is what I want to know about you to help you, I think that's really
important to establish that connection.

 Moira McCullough  16:51

Your experience as a student, you only just graduate in 2018 provides some history and
some relevance and a testimonial to students that basically you are in their shoes not too
long ago, your experience in connection with your career counseling office, allows you to
share with students lessons learned what I wish I knew, or situational experiences, you can
use in your discussions with them about what worked and what didn't work, right.

Lauren Dana  17:25
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I more so I tend to different seminars and lectures just for myself to sort of expand my
horizons, but, my first post grad job was working at a travel company to make I was a
writer editor, their team was super small team. I took on hiring interns, so it was really
interesting to be on the other side and look at all these resumes in these cover letters and
be like, okay, this is what I'm looking for as a hiring manager, and then sort of applying
that. And, you know, sort of what I've learned and interpreted to, you know, the people on
the other side of that the interns, you know, people like me who, four years ago, we're
applying to these internships.

 Moira McCullough  18:03

And you mentioned something earlier about formatting, which I thought was such a
simple task, but can totally screw something up. Someone up and it takes time and, and
the devils in the details, as they say, with getting a format, right, so it looks consistent and
professional.

Lauren Dana  18:20
Yes, I actually even I'd recommend printing it out. Because sometimes like your eyes could
just get so tired from the screen. Like, I think it's really important before you even submit a
resume printed out and you know, just sort of take a pen and paper, just make annotate
anything that you know, if you realize that like a spacing is off, like draw a little arrow like
to remind yourself that when you're on the computer, to just, you know, fix that I think it's
hard to see on the computer, you know, especially you know, I'm always on the computer. I
spend like eight hours a day typing on the computer. But you know, if resume something
that requires like a really true consistent format needs to be printed out and needs to be
sort of looked at with a fine tooth comb.

 Moira McCullough  18:59

I know in all the work that I do, I find it is so important to check and recheck your work to
ensure that there are no simple mistakes or formatting issues and taking the extra steps
will pay off. It's worth the time, effort and acne going through it yourself and printing it off
if necessary.

Lauren Dana  19:16
Then it's like also the different platforms it's, Okay, if you're on Google Docs, you know, it's
not going to copy and paste exactly to Microsoft Word or PDF. So it's those little granular
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details. Have you heard about Anchor it is the easiest way to make a podcast and it's free.
You can use their own creation tools to record and edit your podcast right from your
phone. Anchor will distribute your podcast for you. So it can be heard on Spotify, Apple
podcast, iTunes and many more. You can make money from your podcast with no
minimum listenership. If it sounds easy, it is because it is Here's how you do it, download
the free Anchor app, or go to anchor.fm to get started. Well, details that are basic, but are
often found in applications, resumes, and presentation. And it's such a shame because
you could have like, the most beautiful moving essay, and it's like, if this person just sees
that, you know, it, I don't want to say it could ruin your chances, but like, it definitely
doesn't help.

 Moira McCullough  20:25

Absolutely. Do you have any other suggestions for students on how to help them get
started or break the writer's block.

Lauren Dana  20:33
So I would definitely say to to make the list. And even though you do want, ultimately your
resume should be under a page. But you know, just write long, you should just write wrong
and then just cut. It's so much easier. Even with the essays, I always tell people don't get so
caught up in the word count, literally write as much as you can. And then from there, you
just cut because I think way too many people get so caught up in this, okay, like, we only
have XML word. So I can only say within this, but, that's sort of limiting yourself. And it's
limiting your storytelling abilities.

 Moira McCullough  21:05

So don't focus on the word count just right, right. And right, tomorrow.

Lauren Dana  21:08
Absolutely. And even with that, it's like you, if you're limiting yourself, let's say you're not
limiting yourself, and you have this like, really cool paragraph that you didn't even think of
before because you were sticking to the 600 word word count. So it's okay, now I really
want to leave this amazing paragraph in that I didn't really know I even had, and sort of
reframing the story around that. So I think it's really important not to not to limit yourself.
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 Moira McCullough  21:31

So cover letters, let's spend a minute on this topic. What do students need to do to get the
message across in a cover letter that will help them get a call back or a hiring manager to
take the next step.

Lauren Dana  21:42
So you want to customize that to each and every job, which may seem like a lot of work,
but it pays off. And, you know, even from the other side of things, I could tell if somebody
sent me a copy and pasted cover letter. And you know, even if you're when you're tailoring
it to each job, just don't make silly mistakes, like don't forget to put the new hiring
managers name or put their new address or put their new, put the right date. Just little
silly details like that I see all the time, they're so common, it's a little bit of a shame,
because they are so avoidable. I think that's really important. And then, like I said, just
coming up with like a clear structure. So you have one paragraph explaining why you're
great fit, another paragraph explaining your prior experiences. And then also have one
paragraph explaining what you can do for the company, because ultimately, so they're
gonna want to hire somebody that makes their lives easier, which is something that I've
learned over time. So I think it's really important to highlight that throughout the course of
your cover letter. And then also your cover letter should not be over a page.

 Moira McCullough  22:40

And any suggestions on LinkedIn.

Lauren Dana  22:42
So I first got into LinkedIn as a freshman when my professor, so it was a Gen Ed class, said
if you create a LinkedIn I'll give you extra points on the test. So it's like, okay, I'll create it.
I'm not wanting to turn down extra credit, I love extra credit. So I made a LinkedIn. So I
got I got the extra credit. And then I soon became pretty obsessed with LinkedIn. In terms
of, you know, I used it to network networking, super important. My first week of college, I
first made an appointment with the Career Center, and I was like, teach me how to
network because like, I could be like, way too pushy. And like, that is not what you want to
do. So I sort of learned the ins and outs of networking and use LinkedIn as a platform to
connect with potential, you know, I sort of thought, okay, who has my dream job that's
two or three years out of school, that I could, just cold email or, they could have been
therapy so on, they could not be it doesn't matter. The worst thing that happens is they
say no. So I've used LinkedIn for networking, I still use it for networking. It's also great for
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hiring managers, I feel like everyone is sort of on LinkedIn at this point, especially younger
people. And I always think it's great to connect. Instead of connecting with the CEO of the
company, they're so busy, connect with somebody that's just a few years out of school.

 Moira McCullough  23:54

I'd love you to tell us a little bit about the fact that you're a recent alum, and you
connected, you mentioned something about connecting with somebody who has your
dream job. I wish I had done that when I graduated, that takes courage and confidence to
reach out to someone who has a job that you would love to do. share with us some other
recommendations based on your experience, both as a student or you know, recent alum
and someone who was very involved with their career center.

Lauren Dana  24:22
I love the Career Center, I think there if you're not taking advantage of the Career Center
is a free resource. If your school is offers what you should be taking advantage of it. It is
they have incredible connections to alumni and they're just are so knowledgeable and you
could sort of like ask them anything, you know, maybe you're not going to go into a job
interview and ask them okay, how do I negotiate my salary? Like you wouldn't do that to
the person that you're doing with but you can go do it to the Career Center. So I sort of
used that as my resource and just sort of over the years have taken all that I've learned
there and now sort of teaching it to other people. The Career Center is absolutely
wonderful

 Moira McCullough  24:58

To all the college students out there who are listening, get in touch with your Career
Centers, set up your LinkedIn profile, publish it and upload it. Take a look at the dream
jobs you would love to have and the criteria and experience you might need in order to
get that job.

Lauren Dana  25:16
Exactly. And also, it's okay if your dream job changes. I think I've had like eight dream
jobs. My first dream job out of school was an entertainment reporter. When I was first
entering college, I was a broadcast journalism major, and I wanted to be like the next
Giuliana Rancic on the red carpets. And then one video course into broadcast journalism,
absolutely not. So I switched my major within the first semester of school. So it is totally
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okay if your dream job changes more than once.

 Moira McCullough  25:44

In your journalism role. Is there any publication you absolutely love writing for our style of
writing that you particularly enjoy?

Lauren Dana  25:52
I think long form features are really important to sort of get the hang of it could be very
tricky. But it just sort of goes back to the college essay again, you have to learn how to
write creatively. So I think that was definitely the most the biggest challenge I faced as a
as a recent grad, or even a college student, I freelanced throughout college as well, to
really build up that resume while I was in college. So that was definitely the biggest
challenge. But once I got the hang of it, you know, I feel so confident now, even with like,
some people will ask me to edit other journalists friends will be like, can you edit this or
take a look at my edit test? Let me know if I have any silly mistakes? I'll ask people that.
It's always great to have an extra set of eyes on things. So I think that's really important.

 Moira McCullough  26:38

I love that because as a freelance writer and journalists, you're out there every day
pitching your stories.

Lauren Dana  26:43
Yes, it's really important to be comfortable with pitching. So just sort of some people have
different requirements on pitching. Some are like send a paragraph somewhere like send
like a two or three sentence deck, which is basically journalism speak for basically the
preview of the article. So getting the hang of that. And then just also making yourself
super familiar with the publication. I've written everything from long form hotel reviews, to
recorded pizzas on bread, to celebrity interviews, to shopping pieces. So really, sort of
everything which has only made me a better writer, editor. So when it comes to even with
college essays, I could take those skills and apply it there too.

 Moira McCullough  27:24

So that is great insight, because that is what you're doing each and every day with your
job as a journalist, pitching writing essays to capture an audience's attention, writing the
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perfect hook that will draw the reader in. So Lauren, what do you wish you knew before
attending college,

Lauren Dana  27:41
You don't have to figure everything out. You don't have to, you know, even go in with a
major if you're undecided, be undecided and own it. I have a lot of friends who I speak to,
and I'd be like, What's your major and they whisper undecided. And I don't think you have
to keep that to yourself. I think that's your opportunity to take all these classes and learn
something about yourself that you didn't even know you like. So let's say in high school,
when do you ever get to take like a nutrition class - probably not or food science class,
and I had this friend that went in undecided, and now she's a food science major, or a
public health major - use these opportunities and really hone in, figure out what you want
to hone in on and then, you know, apply it to that career.

 Moira McCullough  28:24

Well, Lauren, this comes full circle. It's so funny, we have a story that I love sharing about
my son on one of his first college visits, we were actually at Syracuse. And it was, as I said,
one of his first college tours and information sessions, and the admissions representative.
On our tour of about 30 students and parents asked at some point in the tour, what
students were interested in majoring in, and you had engineering, business, hotel
management. And all of a sudden, he asked if anyone was undecided. And my son very
gingerly raised his hand and it wasn't very high at all. And the admissions representative
called him out on it and said, raise your hand proud, you do not have anything to be
embarrassed about college is a place to explore and take classes that you know you
never thought you could take before. And it truly was a wonderful learning experience for
my son and one that thereafter he was always raising his hand proud saying that he was
undecided because it freed him of that stress and expectation that you were supposed to
come to college with a particular focus. And for some there isn't, they just want to go and
take different types of classes and find out what it is that they want to focus on and major
and going forward.

Lauren Dana  29:44
That's a great story. And I think it's so true. And you know, even if you dead set on a major
life, chances are you're going to change that two or three times anyway.
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 Moira McCullough  29:52

Last question. We always like to ask what is your favorite dessert or food on a college
campus

Lauren Dana  29:57
Ice cream! I always look for the best ice cream, so Thoughts even in Syracuse, it was
negative 1000 degrees me and my friends would get ice cream. It was like a little
adventure. So it was as if we were studying for midterms we needed a break we're going
to head downtown and go to Gavin's which is like a local chain. They have 200 flavors ice
cream and we'd get some ice cream or, we're gonna go this other place that I really like is
called The Ice Cream Stand. I love their Instagram and I totally flyback to Syracuse just to
eat ice cream again. To get a break or if it's a Friday night and it's really cold and freezing
and nobody feels like going out or socializing. We'll go in our sweatpants to go get ice
cream. I always try and find the best ice cream shops.

 Moira McCullough  30:39

You and I would be a dynamic duo going around college campuses. Lauren,

Lauren Dana  30:43
The funniest part is, I think then there's one ice cream shop too. That's right by a salad
shop. So I'd always make jokes at first you get your greens in at the salad shop and then
you would go to the ice cream place.

 Moira McCullough  30:54

Lauren, thanks so much for coming on our show today and sharing all your insights and
helpful tips with our College Scoops community. Many thanks to learn for joining me
today I really enjoyed our conversation all the helpful information Lauren shared with us
on how to write a college resume to tell a story how to incorporate parts of your resume
into a supplemental essay, how to make sure to check your work and print off a resume
before submitting it. You can find all of our show notes and links to the helpful resources
mentioned throughout our conversation on our website at Collegescoops.com/podcast.
You can learn more about Lauren on her website Write Your Way Up or on Instagram or
Facebook. Please take a couple of minutes to rate review and subscribe to College
Scoops. Thank you for listening to our College Scoops podcast. Our entire College Scoops
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team strives to make the college journey a little bit easier, less stressful, fun and tasty by
sharing all the inside scoops we have curated along the way. We would love to hear from
you about topics to cover and your ideas and everything college related. Reach out to us
at collegescoops.com or follow us on Instagram, Twitter and Facebook.
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